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had carried his analysis of environment further and
shown how inequality of wealth makes real political
freedom impossible, if he had traced the growth of
plutocracy and the final extinction of guild life and
peasants* commons, he would have seen how immensely
difficult it would be ever to rescue the submerged
population from their new slavery. This would have
reacted unfavourably on his optimism, but it would
have made Political Justice, despite many queer
crudities, one of the most important treatises on social
theory ever written. As it is, it remains something of
a curiosity, a piece of detached academic writing, a
pompous yet powerful essay in philosophic anarchism.
Godwin was the comet of a season : when the atmosphere
of revolution had cleared away he was soon forgotten,
and the reformers passed eagerly over from the dreams
of philosophic anarchism to the intensely practical
efforts of Bentham and the philosophic Radicals.
Godwin, accordingly, contributed little to his suc-
cessors. Had they paid more attention both to him
and to Paine they would have been well advised. For
in both of these thinkers grew a sane, yet hardy in-
dividualism : in both of them we find an acute analysis
of society, which distinguishes between the mere fact
of association, a perfectly natural process, and the
erection of dynasties and governments, often a highly
artificial process. Against Burke's sophistry, that
if you break a dynasty you break society, they, could
marshal a good array of arguments and their victory
was a just one. Both reached their conclusions, different
as those conclusions were, by hard reasoning, and both
had a hearty and proper contempt for mystical senti-
mentality about the social organism. And both took
their political theory with a fine sense of proportion
that was to vanish only too often in the nineteenth

